This section contains information related to modifications and revisions of road design details. Road design details are developed to aid the designer in the development of detailed design plans. They can be accessed through the DOT’s website [https://iowadot.gov/design/Road-design-details](https://iowadot.gov/design/Road-design-details).

Road design details consist of:

- Design and tabulation forms,
- Standard notations,
- Design detail sheets, and
- Typicals.

### Design and Tabulation Forms

These are numbered between 100 and 199. Many of these forms are used for listing and tabulating quantities of materials required for a project. Others are tables used for listing design or quantity information relevant to a project such as circular curve data or tabulation of utilities. These forms are usually placed on the “C” sheets of a plan.

### Standard Notations

These are numbered between 200 and 299. They provide information pertaining to the construction of the project itself and are placed on the “C” sheets of a plan.

### Design Detail Sheets

These are numbered between 500 and 599. Design detail sheets provide construction details for a specific design situation. Detail sheets are similar to standard road plans, but feature design situations that are less frequently encountered and are more specialized. They are usually placed on the “U” sheets of a plan.

### Typicals

These consist of Typical Components, Grading Typicals, Detour Typicals, and the 1000s through 9000s. Typicals are similar to design detail sheets, but are more focused on a particular design feature. They are placed on the “B” sheets of a plan.

### Modifications of Road Design Details

Occasionally it is necessary to modify a road design detail. The process is slightly different for each type.

#### Design and Tabulation Forms

When a design or tabulation form is modified, the date is removed and replaced with the word MODIFIED. The box should then appear similar to Figure 1.
Figure 1: The box in upper right hand corner of modified design or tabulation form should appear similar to above.

**Standard Notations**

When a standard notation is modified, the number and date in the upper right is removed. The note should be renamed allowing reference to the note in the plans.

**Design Details**

When a design detail is modified, everything in the title block (lower right hand corner of the sheet) is removed except for a description of the detail. The borders should also be removed. The box should then appear similar to Figure 2.

![Figure 2](image)

**Typicals**

When a typical is modified, the date shall be removed and replaced with the word MODIFIED. The box should then appear similar to Figure 3.

![Figure 3](image)

**Road Design Detail Revisions**

Occasionally it is necessary to revise road design details to incorporate changes in technology, procedures, or specifications. The changes will be made only by the Methods Section.
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